1. Can you find the parrot named “Junior?” What kind of parrot was he?

2. In the “Birds of the Arctic” exhibit, which species of bird has a full skeleton on display?

3. In the full-mount Moose display, how wide is his antler spread?

4. The Common Yellowthroat is one of many birds with a yellow throat found in case number 39 ("North American Birds” exhibit). Can you name three others?

5. When did the Polar Bear and Harbor Seal display come to the Museum? How much did the Polar Bear originally weigh?

6. What appears to be the largest North American Owl on display? What is the smallest?

7. The Museum has two different kinds of Marsupials on display, what are they?

8. How many Mustrats are on display in exhibit case number 150 (“Spring/ Winter,” exhibit)?

9. What was the cause of the American Bison’s death?

Thank you for participating in our Closer Look Scavenger Hunt! Please be sure to return your clipboard to the black bench.
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